
Mynd, A Unique AI Mental Health Companion
App is Now Open for Early Access

MYND app offers personalized

mindfulness support through innovative

AI Bestie technology.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 9, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Mynd announces

that it is opening up its AI-driven

personal mental health companion

app for early access. Users can now

have a first look at MYND, their AI

Bestie, a digital companion designed for empathetic, conversational, and round-the-clock mental

health support.

The MYND app distinguishes itself by featuring an AI Bestie that mimics human-like interactions,

providing real-time conversational support that understands and emulates empathy. "As we

prepare to launch MYND, we're driven by a commitment to transform how we approach mental

health," explains Shashank Keshri, Co-founder and CEO of MYND. "Our AI Bestie is more than a

technological advance; we hope to bring solace to those who feel alone in their struggles. Our

acceptance in various startup programs like Microsoft, NVIDIA inception program, AWS, and

Google,  will help further accelerate the process.” 

The AI is equipped with advanced emotional intelligence, allowing it to perceive the user’s

emotional state through voice commands and respond in a comforting, context-appropriate

manner. This capability enhances each user’s experience by adapting to individual needs

through data-driven insights.

As users interact with the app, the AI learns from their preferences and behaviors, improving its

ability to provide accurate and helpful support. This learning process ensures that the assistance

it offers becomes increasingly tailored over time.

Designed for seamless integration into everyday life, MYND provides mental health support

accessible from anywhere. The app also helps users develop mental wellness habits by

integrating reminders for mindfulness practices and tracking progress toward personal goals.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.myndai.app
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shashankskeshri/


MYND generates customized meditation for users. Its comprehensive toolkit encompasses

guided meditations, stress management exercises, sleep aids, mood tracking, and additional

resources. One standout feature is its personalized meditation generator, tailoring practices to

individual users' needs and situations. For instance, if a user feels frustrated at work due to

office politics, Mynd will craft a guided meditation specifically designed to address this challenge.

Moreover, the app offers interactive content, immersing users in coping strategies through

relatable stories and scenarios. This interactive approach ensures a more engaging experience

compared to conventional wellness apps.

The platform also nurtures a community where users can share their mental health experiences

and gain support, further enriched by occasional live sessions and Q&A with wellness experts.

Shashank Keshri and Co-founder and CTO Nick Kokologiannakis led MYND with a focus on

integrating healthcare expertise with innovative digital solutions. "The vision for MYND is

influenced by real-life stories of resilience," Shashank comments. "We aim to embed empathy

and care into every aspect of the app, ensuring no one feels isolated in their mental health

journey."

Founded in 2023 in San Francisco, MYND aims to make mental health care a normal, stigma-free

part of daily life globally. With the public launch on the horizon, MYND invites users to join its

early access program, offering them a chance to be among the first to explore and shape this

new mental health tool.

Looking forward, MYND plans to expand its features, including adding multilingual support and

integrating with wearable technology to enhance user experience with real-time, physiological

feedback. These advancements are part of MYND’s broader goal to make mental health care

accessible anywhere, anytime, directly through users' devices.

To get started, visit www.myndai.app.

For updates, follow MYND on LinkedIn  https://www.linkedin.com/company/MYNDaiapp/

For any questions, send an email to info@myndai.app.

About the Company:

Founded in 2023, MYND is based in San Francisco and specializes in mental health solutions that

combine technology and personal care. The company was established by a team of tech

innovators and mental health professionals who aim to make mental wellness accessible and

stigma-free. MYND’s latest offering, the MYND app, integrates artificial intelligence to provide

empathetic, personalized support to users globally.
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